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project brief

1

The 2007 design challenge explores the importance of health and 
wellness. Software can improve the daily life, and long term well being 
of a wide variety of users: from promoting wellness and life balance, 
to addressing difficult health related issues, to addressing healthcare 
systems and tools. In addition, we want to think about health and 
wellness in a variety of cultures and healthcare systems.

Although health & wellness is a broad, universal concept, projects 
should be designed for the needs of a particular user group in a 
particular situation or culture. Users groups may include: extended 
families, elderly, office workers, homeless, individuals who share 
a particular illness, visual or hearing impaired, healthcare roles 
(patient, caregiver, teacher, researcher), etc. Situations may include: 
trust, privacy, accessing information, treatment, social support, crisis 
management, diet, exercise, nutrition, etc.

project briefthe project
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Our approach was to address how we can improve the health and 
wellness of the community at large.  Which, in turn, benefits the 
individual. By integrating positive activity into people’s daily routines 
and activities, our group’s mission is to leverage the desire to help 
people improve their environment, community and themselves.

The Pollenteering Network consists of dynamic community information 
hubs that distribute opportunities (or pollen) for volunteer activity.  
People interact with the network by using their cell phones as 
information “magnets”, grabbing appropriate opportunities according 
to their interests and geographically relevant communities.

Our design empowers individuals to take responsibility for their 
community by affording them new opportunities to positively affect the 
communities they inhabit. 

our approachthe project
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Our academic research drew on three major studies that helped us 
identify the aspects of community health and volunteering we would 
focus on in our design: Bowling Alone, The Power of the Ask, and The 
Seattle Foundation Study.

The following questions were raised from our research, and drove our 
user study conversations.

Why is volunteering important for the overall health of the 
community and for individuals living in the communities?

Why are people not as active in volunteering or engaged in their 
communities as they were historically?

Why are people who truly intend to volunteer not as involved as 
they would like to be?

In addition, our research yielded a concrete division of what constitutes 
community health into six designations: Basic Needs, Education, Arts 
& Culture, Civic Engagement, Environment and Healthcare. These 
designations followed us through each of our designs and is a core 
component of our final design.

academic research

icons used in our final solution

questions raise by spring 07 art 484 class

the research
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Our user research consisted of identifying and interviewing various 
people and organizations regarding their involvement in their community 
and volunteerism in general. 

Each member of the group spoke with people who fall into three 
categories:

Volunteer coordinators
People who volunteer
People who don’t volunteer 

We identified through our research that volunteer organizations find it 
difficult to effectively communicate their needs to those who would be 
willing to help if only they were asked.  The potential volunteers (and 
those who currently volunteer) voiced that they would be more apt to 
be involved with organizations if there was an easy way to match their 
interests with community need. 

Our research focused our design on the following user base:
Those with good intention, but little action
Busy people
People in their 20s + 30s

user research

the research

personas produced from interviews
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Our first sign design concentrated on motivating potential volunteers 
by displaying the health of the community around them, and how their 
involvement impacts community well-being. 

The sign also acts as transmitter of volunteer opportunities that users can 
grab with their phone. Only opportunities that are relevant to the user’s 
interest are grabbed. From there, the user can act on these “asks” for help 
by confirming their participation or sending them on to friends. The length 
of the gear illustrates the health of the community for each category. The 
rotational speed of the gears indicates the amount of user involvement 
per category.

sign concepts

concept sketch of “gears of community”

progression of “gears”

the concepts
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The phone is a tunable magnet that grabs opportunities only from 
categories of interest specified by the user.  Once the phone has grabbed 
the opportunities in their community, it acts as the primary vehicle for 
viewing, confirming, and passing along “asks”.

phone concepts

concept sketch of timeline of events

visualization of phone interface focused on time

the concepts
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The phone is a tunable magnet that grabs opportunities only from 
categories of interest specified by the user.  Once the phone has grabbed 
the opportunities in their community, it acts as the primary vehicle for 
viewing, confirming, and passing along “asks”.

The workflow of the phone design was restructured to allow the user to 
see at a glance a wide range of opportunities available to them.

final solution

sketch of how system works person to person

the idea
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Signs are placed in various locations throughout a community and have 
three major functions for the Pollenteering Network. First, they act as 
hubs for displaying real time volunteer events that only relate to that 
community. This allows people initially to see what opportunities are 
available that directly effect the area they are in. Second the signs are an 
entry point into involvement in the Pollenteering Network. By accessing 
the sign via a Bluetooth connection, the user is informed of the 
network’s purpose and their role. Finally, once a person is engaged with 
the Pollenteering Network, the signs act as transmitters of the volunteer 
opportunities, or “pollen”. 

Like bees collecting pollen on a flower, users collect opportunities 
through proximity to the sign.

dynamic display

location based Display

displays next 7 days of event through a cycle

the sign
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When a person first connects to the network with their phone, an 
animated tutorial explains the overall purpose of the Pollenteering 
Network, the function of the sign, the downloadable software for your 
phone, and how users affect positive change through their involvement.

The next step for the user is to “tune” the pollen collector to areas of 
volunteer interest.  The user selects from five areas of community need 
and fine-tunes selected areas to their specific interest.  This tuning helps 
to limit the amount of opportunities the user collects and carries with 
them as they travel through their community.

setup

exposure to system and interests defined in setup

the phone
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Immediately after set up, the users’ phone begins collecting Pollenteer 
events from the sign.  As the user receives these events, they are 
organized chronologically in each area of interest. Search begins at a 
macro level where the user explores the opportunities available to them 
in three week time chunks across all areas of interest.

Users can select a week from any one interest category to see what 
events populate that time frame. By selecting a particular Pollenteer 
event, all details about it are revealed. 

In both the week view and the event info view, the user has four choices 
of action: 

Confirm Event
By confirming an event, information is sent to the organizers indicating 
the users’ planned attendance. At this point, any other users you have 
indicated as friends in the system will be able to see your confirmation, 
further increasing the motivation of others to get involved in events 
populated by people they know. 

Bookmark
This function allows users to tag events that find particularly interesting, 
but are not ready to commit to. Bookmarking also aids in finding these 
events in the future.

events

Send to Friend
By selecting this function, the user can notify friends both inside the 
network and outside (through SMS messaging) of events they may be 
interested in. This promotes greater social interaction, expansion of the 
network of users and the ability for people to receive events outside of 
their interest categories. 

Delete
This function deletes events from the phone and prevents the phone from 
picking up that specific event at a later time. 

screens expand to display more detailed information

the phone



friend “asks”
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Although events can be actively forwarded to friends in a familiar manner, 
the real power of the Pollenteering Network comes from the passive 
exchange of event pollen. As users move around their community, events 
jump from one phone to another without requiring any action from the 
sender or receiver.

These exchanges only occur when users are in close proximity to each 
other and when a user has an event to give that matches the receiver’s 
areas of interest. 

can easily invite, decline, or accept  Friend “asks”

the phone
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My moving throughout their community and being involved in the 
Pollenteer Network, users constantly gather and pass on pollen that 
informs a greater number of people as to the needs of the community. 
What starts as a single collection of pollen from a community sign, 
unknowingly spreads across a greater area and ultimately brings people 
together at the event where positive change takes place. 

These exchanges only occur when users are in close proximity to each 
other and when a user has an event to give that matches the receiver’s 
areas of interest. Resulting in a system that empowers the individual as a 
contributor to the greater community.

the better community

just by moving around in the community the individual 
can spread pollen  and populate an event 

the result
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